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‘Captain, we’re nearing the location of the unidentified signal.’ 

Gryffin ignores his radio as he focuses on the training drone in 

front of him. The life-sized robot circles him, patiently waiting for his 

next move. Gryffin twirls the sparring stick in his metal hand. 

Another message sounds over the intercom, calling him to the 

command deck. So much for a few hours of peace and quiet.  

With no time left for a proper fight, he launches himself at the 

drone. He dodges a swipe to the head and ducks under the drone’s 

arm. Swinging around, he swipes the machine across its side. It 

retaliates by striking Gryffin squarely on the metal implant fused to 

his chest. He grunts in pain and withdraws for a few seconds. The 

drone relaxes slightly. Gryffin takes advantage and fakes right. When 

the drone reacts, he jams his sparring stick into its side. Sparks of 

electricity spit from the wound before the drone collapses to the floor. 

Gryffin holds the drone down with his foot and yanks his stick 
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from the machine. After placing it back on the rack against the wall, 

he drags the drone to the corner and dumps it with the other scrap. 

He grabs his t-shirt from the bench and climbs the spiral metal 

staircase to the upper level.  

The crew members he meets on his way to the command deck 

stand to attention as he storms past. As he walks, he glances down at 

his chest. The damn drone’s lucky hit tore the skin joined to the W-

shaped metal implant framing his chest. He ignores the wound and 

pulls on his t-shirt as he gets to his destination.  

The command deck falls silent when he enters. ‘What have you 

got?’ 

‘Take a look for yourself, sir.’ His first officer, Klay, steps aside to 

give the captain an unobstructed view of the ship in front of them. 

The sleek silver vessel is clearly a long distance cruiser. A ship of that 

calibre so far from the border can only mean trouble. He clenches his 

jaw and digs his metal hand into the console in front of him. 

‘Foundation ship?’ 

Klay nods soberly. ‘Confirmed.’ 

Klay steps back as the metal surrounding Gryffin’s left eye glows 

deep red. ‘So, the Foundation has officially arrived in the Sector. 

Greedy bastards must want to colonise.’ 

‘I can’t think of any other reason for them to be here, sir.’ 

Gryffin sits back in his command chair and quietly surveys the 

Foundation ship. He had heard rumours they’d entered the Sector, 

but this is the first time he’s seen them in the flesh. He’s vaguely aware 

of his crew moving at their stations around him. They’re waiting for 

the order to strike. They’ve taken down bigger ships and he’s sure they 

can overcome this vessel.  

‘Do you want to launch an attack, sir?’ 

‘Not yet. Let them make the first move. Bring us closer to the 

planet.’ The scarred battleship slowly manoeuvres into position 

behind the larger Foundation vessel. With cloaks engaged, Ares can 
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approach the Foundation without alerting them to her presence. 

Gryffin doesn’t have to wait long for the stern of the ship to open. 

He leans back in his chair and watches three small transports exit the 

cargo hatch of the Foundation vessel, unaware of their audience. 

They’re heading towards the surface of the planet.  

So it’s beginning — they’ve chosen their first colony to target. He 

smiles to himself. It’s just their bad luck they decided to start with one 

of his. As soon as they step foot on the planet, their fate will be sealed. 

While a part of him hopes they’ll abort, he’s itching for them to land. 

It’s been too long since he’s had a proper fight. Time seems to slow 

for him as the three ships on the screen move closer to the world. His 

purple eyes glow in anticipation of the upcoming battle. He rises to 

his feet. ‘Ready the raiding teams. Time to go introduce ourselves.’  

∞ 

Captain Jensen Roman peers around the corner of the building 

and narrowly avoids a bullet to his head. He doesn’t have time to 

wonder about what went wrong. The talks with the town elder came 

to an abrupt halt when the ambush began. Three of his crew members 

have already lost their lives. 

On his signal, the team opposite him break cover to race to the 

shelter of the trees and hopefully towards the safety of the transports 

on the other side. As soon as they move, their attackers resume firing. 

Roman and his first officer, Evan Stanner, lay on covering fire. Once 

the team is out of sight, the two officers work their way around the 

other side of the town. 

‘You should have stayed on board, Captain.’ 

‘No point mentioning that at the moment, Stanner. How long do 

you think it will take them to reach the transports?’ 

Stanner pauses firing to reload. ‘Hard to say. Hopefully another 

minute at the most. Doubt they’d waste any time.’ 

Roman empties another magazine then reloads as the three 

Foundation transports burst out of the trees from different directions. 
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Two of the transports cover the third as it lands to pick up its valuable 

cargo. Roman, Stanner and two crew fire out of the open door as the 

craft lifts off the ground. A lone bullet punches into Roman’s upper 

arm as the hatch closes. The adrenaline pumps through his body and 

helps to dull the pain. Roman releases a few shots of his own before 

the transport ducks behind the trees. He only allows himself to stand 

down once the convoy leaves behind the blue cloudless sky and enters 

the darkness surrounding the planet. 

‘Are you okay, sir?’ 

Roman nods and wipes his forehead with his sleeve. ‘Minor graze. 

Persistent, weren’t they?’ 

‘I didn’t think the locals would be aggressive. They seemed almost 

withdrawn when we spoke to them earlier.’ 

‘Those shooters weren’t locals. Our new friends appear skilled. 

And well trained. I’d say military of some sort.’ 

Stanner frowns. ‘The Foundation Council failed to mention the 

existence of any military groups in the area.’ 

Roman looks at the bodies of the three crew members at his feet. 

‘I suspect they don’t know.’ He pulls his sleeve up and examines the 

wound. ‘It appears someone doesn’t want the Foundation here. We 

may be in for a bit of resistance.’ 

∞ 

Gryffin puts his gun back in its holster. He flexes his metal hand 

as he watches the Foundation transports disappear into the distance.  

‘Orders, sir?’ 

‘Let them go.’ 

‘Captain, we have to go after them.’ 

He turns his masked face towards Klay. ‘And start a war?’ 

Klay waves his gun in the direction of the retreating Foundation 

ship. ‘They started it by coming here. We’ll just be ending it. We need 

to show them who owns this Sector.’ 

‘It’s not about ownership. It’s about getting the Foundation to back 
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off.’ 

Klay lowers his gun. ‘So we let them escape? What was the point of 

all of this? We’ve wasted ammunition for nothing.’ 

Gryffin’s metal fist clenches and instantly stops any further 

arguments. ‘I wanted to let them know we’re here. Now they know 

they’ll have a war on their hands if they try anything. If we destroy 

that ship, we risk bringing the full power of the Foundation to our 

doorstep. Until we know more, don’t touch them. Understood?’ 

‘Yes, sir.’ Klay glances over his shoulder at the town elder who is 

hovering nearby. Klay gestures at Gryffin. ‘You’re wanted, sir.’ 

‘Extract everyone. We take off in ten minutes. Send the word out 

to the other ships. I want an eye on the Foundation at all times.’ 

The elder nods at Klay as he passes but doesn’t speak until Gryffin 

turns in his direction. The man shrinks away from Gryffin’s presence. 

People always do. Although his crew never exit the ship without a 

metal mask hiding their features, Gryffin himself still manages to 

stand out — even with his metal arm hidden.  

The man fumbles for a moment before he composes himself. ‘I 

would like to thank you for your help. The last thing we need is 

Foundation leadership here. Will they come back?’ 

‘We’ll do what we can to keep them away.’ Before the man can 

respond, Gryffin storms back to his transport.  

He prefers to use the large black motorcycle whenever he gets the 

chance. He doesn’t care that it’s less convenient than the air carriers. 

Nothing can compare to the feel of every bump as the wheels travel 

along the ground. He swings his leg over the machine and wipes a 

smear of mud from the purple griffin painted on the side.  

Some colonists customised the bike as a thank you for helping to 

push out a rogue group. The small mining colony on the outskirts of 

the Sector had been an easy target. With no weapons or defences to 

protect them, the rogue groups frequently attacked. That all stopped 

when the Nomad staked their claim. In exchange for a portion of the 
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metal they process, Gryffin assures their safety.  

He starts the engine and kicks up the stand. With one last glance 

at the town, he revs the engine and accelerates down the dusty road 

leading back to his ship. He follows the winding trail through the 

forest, leaving a dust cloud in his wake. His mask helps protect his 

sensitive eyes from the dappled sunshine streaming down through 

the trees.  

His mind races as fast as his bike. He needs to learn as much as he 

can about the Foundation threat. He hopes he didn’t make the biggest 

mistake of his life letting the ship go.  

∞ 

Roman stands on the bridge of his ship, Infinity. He runs a hand 

over his face and examines the large station filling the screen in front 

of him. Stanner joins him and crosses his arms. ‘We received a 

communication from the Foundation Council,’ Stanner reports. 

‘Their revised schedule will leave us little time to recover from the 

combat yesterday.’ 

Roman nods. ‘I’m not surprised. The Council won’t want to waste 

any time widening their net to gather as many colonies as possible. 

The ambush will only put increased pressure on us.’ He seriously 

doubts the Council thought anyone would retaliate. No one had ever 

fought back against the Foundation. Losing three members on the 

first away mission had shocked his superiors, but, if anything, it made 

them all the more determined to populate the Sector.  

‘No one could have known this would happen.’ Stanner clenches 

his jaw. ‘The colonies had been warned in advance of these visits and 

told to co-operate. I don’t know what they hope to achieve by 

attacking us.’ 

Roman nods. The disobedience is not going down well and even 

now plans are underway to ensure other colonies toe the Foundation 

line. He looks down at his hand and flexes his fingers, wincing as pain 

shoots up his arm. ‘I do know one thing; we may not have seen the 
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attackers in any detail, but I know they weren’t the locals.’ Roman 

walks back to his seat with his heartbeat pounding in his ears. He sits 

heavily and rubs a hand over his jaw. ‘Three lives lost so some lawless 

ship can mark their territory. I can’t say I disagree with the Council’s 

decision. We need to remove this group, fast. Did you check the scans 

again?’ 

‘Yes, sir,’ Stanner responds. ‘Nothing showed up.’ 

‘They must have used an illegal cloak.’ Fighting a visible enemy is 

one thing, but if their attackers suddenly decide to increase the 

pressure, they could very well cause trouble. The rest of the fleet is 

months away at best. ‘Enough thinking about it for now. We have a 

safe harbour for the next few hours.’ The station where they planned 

to dock recognised the authority of the Foundation and had offered 

them a safe place to unwind for the evening.  

‘Sir, we’re being contacted by the station,’ Lieutenant Terra Rush 

reports. ‘We’re being directed towards Pier Three.’ 

‘Right.’ He addresses Stanner. ‘Settle her in for the night, 

Commander. Terra, summon the crew to the Rec Room.’ 

A few moments later, the thirty-three crew members stand to 

attention as Roman enters the Rec Room. An imposing man of over 

six-feet, Roman is well built with a strong, handsome face and cold, 

piercing blue eyes. His black hair is cropped tight to his head and 

greying slightly at the sides. At fifty-one, he is still fully capable of 

handling himself in combat and is well respected and liked by all his 

crew. 

‘You’ve got four hours R&R on the station. I want to remind you 

all this station is not officially part of the Foundation yet so stay to the 

allocated common areas and keep your weapons with you at all times. 

Enjoy yourselves. Dismissed.’ 

The crew starts to move in groups from the ship onto the station. 

Roman walks back to his office through empty corridors to start 

working through some reports. He has a conference call with his 
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superiors in a few days, so he needs everything up to date by then. 

After pouring a cup of coffee, he sits down at his glass desk and 

places his palm on the computer screen to activate it. Roman leans 

back in the chair and glares at the pile of pads on the corner of his 

desk, wondering if he can delegate some of the work to his crew. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Terra steps through the hatch leading from Infinity to the space 

station. Her close friend, Doctor Milla Collins, accompanies her along 

the corridor to the bar area. ‘Oooh, I like that smell.’ 

Terra wrinkles her nose. ‘It’s certainly … unique.’ 

Milla catches her foot on a loose bolt and stumbles. ‘Did you see 

that? Damn station is trying to kill me.’ 

Terra laughs. ‘Want me to alert Roman?’ 

Milla straightens her red leather jacket and pushes her shoulders 

back. ‘Funny. Hey, looks like we’ve reached the party.’ 

They walk down the three metal steps leading into the bar and 

locate a seat near one of the windows at the far side. Milla leans closer 

to Terra to speak to her over the noise. ‘I think a loose bolt is the least 

of their problems.’ 

Terra looks around the room and nods slowly. She runs a finger 

down the seam in the wall beside her. ‘I can’t remember the last time 

I saw metal welded by hand like this. And did you see the farms on 
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the last colony?’ 

‘Yeah, but you have to remember these people are about a century 

behind us when it comes to technology. They have no choice but to 

grow their food. There’s no such thing as automated farming here.’ 

Milla grimaces as she watches a man at the next table spooning 

something grey and gooey into his mouth. ‘Personally, I’d grow my 

food before I’d risk some of the pre-packed … stuff they have here. 

Seriously, what the hell is he eating?’ 

Terra resists the urge to gag and looks away. ‘Exactly. I can’t 

understand the reluctance to join the Foundation. We’d provide 

proper food, housing and technology.’ 

‘Eventually. Don’t forget, the colonists would have to prove they 

have something to offer before the Council would grant such 

luxuries.’ 

Terra glances over at the man still fighting with his dinner. ‘They’d 

have better food immediately. Surely that’s an incentive without any 

of the other perks?’ 

Milla shrugs as she picks some plastic from the table edge. ‘The 

Foundation did banish their ancestors to this Sector. The colonists 

even stopped using their family names because of what happened. 

Apparently, they only use one name for identification.’ 

‘Seriously?’ 

Milla nods. ‘Yep. According to the reports the colonists were so 

angry at being relocated here they disowned any family the 

Foundation permitted to stay on Earth. Being told you have nothing 

of value to offer the Foundation must have been pretty horrible. Can’t 

blame them for being wary.’ 

Milla has a point. Even so, Terra believes this Sector would benefit 

from some help. The location is barely functioning and would 

certainly do with some Foundation support. Built decades ago, the 

large wheel-shaped station apparently hasn’t been maintained or 

decorated since then. It belongs in a scrap yard.  
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Milla slaps the table and pushes her chair back. ‘Well, I think it’s 

time we do a bit of bonding with the locals. I’m off to the bar to sample 

some of the best this Sector has to offer. You game?’ 

Terra looks over at the makeshift bar and scrunches her nose. ‘As 

long as you treat me if something goes wrong.’ 

Milla smirks and pats her friend on the shoulder. ‘Don’t worry. I 

wouldn’t dream of leaving you in the hands of the locals. Unless you 

wanted me to, of course.’ 

Terra laughs and waves Milla away. While Milla barges through 

the crowd, Terra pulls a small notebook and pencil from her pocket. 

She brushes her long dark braid off her shoulder and casually looks 

around the room. It’s a pity Roman couldn’t locate somewhere nicer 

to take their leave. Terra finds no new inspiration in the room so 

draws Milla’s face.  

She glances towards her friend, who’s still trying to reach the bar. 

Next time they probably should bring drinks to the station. Her friend 

is getting swallowed up by the rousing crowd, but any concern for 

Milla disappears as the doctor forcefully elbows the other customers 

out of the way. Terra smiles and shakes her head. This mission would 

be very long and extremely lonely had she not befriended Milla. They 

were both assigned to Infinity at the same time and the two women 

had instantly hit it off.  

The petite, blonde doctor finally reaches the bar and places her 

order. Confident Milla is coping with the locals, Terra glances around 

the room. Her colleagues stand out from the rest of the crowd in their 

crisp — and more noticeably — clean uniforms. She doubts many of 

the people on the space station have seen water or soap for weeks. 

Terra sighs and turns to stare out the dirty window. She smoothes 

a stray lock of hair back in place. At twenty-five years old she’s one of 

the youngest and most inexperienced on the crew — something that’s 

always in the back of her mind, pushing her to do better. When her 

parents died, Jensen Roman was the only one left who meant 
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anything to her. Her father had served with him, so Jensen stepped 

into the role of surrogate father. She knows her posting to Infinity is 

due to his influence with the Council — though he denies it. 

She absently wipes the condensation from the window and cringes 

when she sees Stanner walking towards her in the reflection in the 

glass. His steps seem a little unsteady; his movements sluggish, 

hinting he’s had a few drinks. She doesn’t know why Roman lifted the 

Foundation ban on alcohol while in the Sector. 

‘Hi Terra. You’re looking lovely tonight.’ 

‘Thank you, Commander.’ 

‘We’re off duty now, call me Evan.’ He pulls up a chair across from 

her and places his drink on the table. He’s an attractive man with 

short sandy blonde hair and emerald green eyes, but there is 

something about him that doesn’t attract her. He’s a dedicated officer 

and a friend, but nothing more — a fact she has told him on many 

occasions, but he keeps trying to win her affection, especially when 

there’s drink involved.  

Not wishing to have the discussion again, she decides to save him 

the embarrassment. ‘Right, I’d better go see what’s keeping Milla.’ 

She stands up, but Stanner holds onto her arm. 

‘Terra, please relax for a minute. I haven’t had a chance to speak 

to you lately.’ 

‘It’s fine, Evan.’ 

‘No, I feel like I’m neglecting you.’ 

‘Neglecting me?’ 

‘Yeah, you know … Hey, have a drink with me.’ 

‘Sir — Evan. I need to go.’ 

‘Wait.’ He takes another mouthful of his drink and clumsily puts it 

back on the table. He leans towards her and knocks the liquid across 

the table and Terra. The alcohol runs down her red leather jacket, 

soaking into her white shirt and black trousers before dripping down 

onto her boots. ‘Sorry, Terra. Let me clean that up.’ 
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He reaches across with a soiled napkin, but she jumps away from 

him before he can touch her. ‘I have to go. Excuse me.’ Terra quickly 

weaves through the crowd and pauses for a moment as she tries to 

locate Milla in the sea of bodies. She finally spots her talking to a 

group of men. Terra pushes towards Milla and taps her on the 

shoulder. ‘I’m heading back to Infinity.’ 

‘Oh, Terra. It’s been barely half an hour. You haven’t even had a 

drink yet.’ 

‘I’d die of thirst if I waited for you to fetch me a drink.’ 

Milla smiles sheepishly and hands Terra the glass of coloured 

liquid. ‘Sorry. I got a bit distracted.’ 

Terra sips the drink as she glances over at the group of dishevelled 

men beside Milla. ‘Them? Really? We’re here to prepare for 

colonisation — not chase after men.’ 

‘I can do both. I’m multi-talented. The people out here aren’t so 

bad. Sometimes you have to dig beneath the surface.’ 

She looks at the men again and wonders how far under the surface 

you’d have to go before you found clean skin. Instead of commenting 

further, Terra points at the large beer stain on her shirt. ‘Stanner spilt 

his drink all over me. I’m going back to the ship to change.’ 

‘Okay, I’ll come with you.’ 

‘Don’t be silly. It’ll only take me a few minutes. You stay here. No 

point him ruining both our nights.’ 

‘You sure you’ll be okay?’ 

‘Of course.’ She hands her half empty glass back to Milla. ‘Do me a 

favour. If you get a chance to spill something over Stanner, take it.’ 

‘Hey, you don’t even have to ask. It would be my pleasure.’ 

∞ 

After wandering the dark maze of corridors for over half an hour, 

Terra realises she’s lost. 

She doesn’t even remember how to find the dingy bar. Somehow, 

she has ended up in an old section of the station, filled with rusty 
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heaps of machinery and broken pipes spewing a haze of steam into 

the corridor. She pushes a plastic crate against the wall and sits down 

slowly. Time to finally admit defeat.  

She takes her radio out of her pocket and tries it again. Nothing 

but static. She had checked the Foundation system before she left 

Infinity. Everything worked perfectly. Something must be blocking 

the signal in this area. She pulls a panel from the wall and searches 

for the cables running the communication system. If she’s lucky, she 

may be able to boost her unit through it.  

Damn Stanner. She blames him for this. If he hadn’t spilt his drink 

on her, she would be gossiping with Milla right now. Stanner is 

probably back in the bar getting drunk while she’s rummaging around 

in the dark for a cable. To top it all off, she’s cold and the stench from 

the stale beer Stanner spilt on her clothes turns her stomach.  

She finally locates the right connection. If her plan works, she 

should be able to piggy-back off their system and set up a link. A few 

adjustments later, she tries again with success. As she is about to relay 

her message, a sound in the background catches her attention.  

She blocks out the other noises around her to concentrate on the 

new sound. She finally recognises it — three or four sets of heavy 

footsteps coming her way, fast. Terra stands up and reaches for her 

weapon out of instinct. She saw the type of people this location 

attracts. No harm in being cautious.  

She crouches behind a mound of barrels. Hopefully, the shadows 

and steam will keep her hidden until she can assess whether they pose 

a threat. A group of five men step out of the haze and approach her 

hiding place. All are dirty, unshaven and, more importantly, armed. 

The tallest of the men halts the group and takes out a large knife. He 

moves it so the one lone light in the corridor reflects off its highly 

polished blade.  

‘We know you’re here, girly. Don’t make us search for you,’ he says, 

but doesn’t wait for her to show herself. He signals to the group and 
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they begin searching the rubbish piled up along the length of the 

corridor. 

She quietly checks her weapon. Seven rounds. Should be enough 

as long as she’s careful where she aims.  

She slowly stands up and searches for something she can use as a 

distraction. With nothing else available, she places her hands on the 

large container in front of her. With a gentle push, it moves slightly 

against her. As it settles itself again, it rattles against the wall. Terra 

holds her breath, sure the men heard her. Luckily, they’re making 

enough noise themselves by throwing pipes and barrels. She bides her 

time and waits until the leader steps closer to her before she takes a 

deep breath and pushes hard. The container falls off the rubbish with 

a crash and tumbles onto him.  

She doesn’t wait to see what happens. Before the container has 

settled, she fires her weapon and takes down the second man. The 

leader quickly pulls himself to his feet and grabs Terra around the 

waist. She shoves her head back and hears the satisfying sound of 

breaking bone. The leader roars in pain and lets her go. She kicks him 

in the stomach, sending him crashing into the scrap behind him. His 

friends quickly gather themselves and come at her. 

Terra ducks behind some crates and fires at the men. They leap for 

cover and return fire. Terra holds her ground and after a few misses, 

shoots the third man in the chest. She ducks swiftly and narrowly 

avoids being hit herself.  

That leaves two men and the injured leader. She checks her gun in 

the slim chance more rounds have appeared, but she only has two 

rounds for three targets. Terra grips her weapon tightly. There’s no 

way she can take them all out. With no other option, she aims at one 

of the pipes running along the ceiling and fires. The steam rushes out 

of the pipe and fills the corridor. Using the steam as a cloak, she does 

the only thing she can.  

Run. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Admiral Avoca quickly jumps aside to avoid crashing into Admiral 

Balfe as he storms down the long corridor. Balfe gestures for Avoca to 

follow as he charges ahead.  

Avoca curses to himself and obediently traipses after Balfe through 

the Foundation Council Headquarters. Corridor after corridor of 

pristine white walls and highly polished white floors go by in a blur as 

Avoca struggles to keep up. He can’t help but search for some 

blemish, a scuff mark or piece of dirt on the ground, but there’s 

nothing. Heaven forbid anything mars the perfection.  

Out the window, Avoca can see yet more examples of the order 

forced on the populace by the Foundation. Lines of identical trees 

stand to attention along precisely laid paths weaving around equally 

identical houses. For once he’d like to see a random weed or a broken 

curb. He’d even settle for a leaf on the ground.  

But no. Everything has its place — including him. 

Balfe opens the door to his office and ushers Avoca inside. Once 
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safely behind closed doors, Balfe sits down heavily on his chair and 

curses loudly. 

‘Didn’t go well then?’ asks Avoca. 

Balfe snorts. ‘You could say that. Those bureaucratic idiots won’t 

budge. They want the Sector — no excuses. The Council haven’t got a 

clue. They perch on their thrones and assume they can have all their 

wishes granted with a wave of their hands. Common sense dictates a 

Sector full of criminals a mere hop, skip, and jump from here adds up 

to a dangerous situation, but colonising is not the answer.’  

Avoca sits down opposite Balfe. ‘What is left they could uncover?’ 

Balfe crosses his ankles and frowns. ‘Any remaining test subjects 

died when the lab blew up. However, that doesn’t mean something 

didn’t slip through the crack. I’d feel a hell of a lot better if we went in 

with force. Less chance of stumbling across any incriminating 

evidence.’ 

‘Do they want to pull Infinity back?’ 

Balfe shakes his head. ‘The opposite, in fact. It isn’t public 

knowledge, but I found out someone attacked Infinity, resulting in 

three dead. It appears a rogue group took a dislike to Foundation 

presence in the area.’ He waves a hand dismissively in the air. ‘This 

pathetic endeavour to turn the Council off colonisation had the 

opposite effect. They still want the colonies — even more so than 

before.’ 

Avoca rubs his hands over his trousers to warm his suddenly 

chilled fingers. ‘So, that’s that then. It’s only a matter of time.’ 

Balfe pushes back from his desk. ‘We’ve come this far, Avoca. Now 

isn’t the time to lose our composure.’ He brushes a hand over his hair. 

‘All we can do is hope no evidence of the project remains.’ 

∞ 

Her blood rushes loudly in her ears, beating in time to her 

pursuers’ footsteps behind her. Apparently, the steam didn’t hold 

them off for long. Terra runs faster, dodging the many obstacles in 
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her way. She needs to find somewhere to hide until she can contact 

the ship. 

Terra slows down at the fork at the end of the corridor and turns 

the corner, barely staying on her feet. She risks a quick glance over 

her shoulder to check her lead. The gap is too tight. They’re going to 

catch her. She forces her legs to move, but not for long. She runs full 

force into a solid wall of muscle in front of her. Her arms flail uselessly 

in the air as she tries to stay upright. Strong arms wrap around her 

waist and lower her gently to the ground. Her eyes and weapon move 

slowly up the stranger’s tall body.  

The man easily reaches six-and-a-half-foot and is dressed entirely 

in black leather with a hood hiding his features. A gun and a large 

handled knife hang from a thick black belt circling his waist.  

She shuffles back, unsure whether he’s a friend or foe. For all she 

knows he could be with the other three men. Through the shadows, 

his strange glowing purple eyes lock onto her for a moment before 

turning towards the men who have stopped behind her. They 

collectively take a step back and Terra can’t blame them. Even the 

surrounding air seems to have dropped a few degrees in response to 

the man’s arrival. He may not have moved a muscle or said a word, 

but one thing is clear: Terra is more afraid of him than she is of the 

men chasing her. 

She eases herself off the floor while keeping a close eye on her 

attackers and the stranger. Terra grips her gun, ready to shoot first if 

she has to. Time seems to freeze for her as the two parties stare at 

each other. Hopefully, the new man and her three attackers will 

decide to wrestle each other and provide her with the chance to 

disappear. With only one bullet, she doesn’t have many other options 

available. 

Unfortunately, the opportunity vanishes as the leader of the gang 

seems to discover his courage and slowly moves towards the stranger.  

‘I don’t know who you are but this is nothing to do with you. That 
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female broke my damn nose!’  

The stranger lowers his hood to display a full metal mask covering 

his features. ‘A broken nose is the least of your worries.’ 

The attackers pause for a moment. ‘You’re Nomad?’ The man in 

black stays silent as the leader nudges his companions. ‘You’re all 

alone though, ain’t you? Hey, Nomad, we’ll cut you some slack this 

once, so how bout you turn around and walk away now. She’s mine. 

She owes me.’ He steps closer to the Nomad and sneers up at him. 

‘Walk away. Now! We’ll forget we saw you. You forget you saw us. 

Everyone’s happy.’ 

The Nomad looks down at Terra for a moment before stepping 

over her, the creak of leather audible over the other sounds of the 

station. He stands in front of her like a guardian and silently looks at 

the group for a moment before speaking. ‘I’ve got a perfect memory 

and she sure as hell isn’t happy.’ The stranger’s voice sounds distorted 

due to the mask, which only adds to the air of intimidation 

surrounding him. 

The men laugh. The leader takes another step closer and starts 

turning the blade in his hand. ‘You’re serious! In case you haven’t 

noticed, three against one ain’t great odds.’ 

The Nomad says nothing as he slowly takes off his right glove. His 

hand seems wrong, but she struggles to make sense of what she’s 

seeing. He flexes his fingers and she realises he has a metal hand.  

The group of men notice his mechanical hand at the same time she 

does. The leader’s eyes open wide in recognition and the colour visibly 

drains from his face. ‘Shit. Listen, we’re sorry. We didn’t know she 

was with you. We’ll go. We can forget this ever happened.’ 

‘As I said, I’ve got a perfect memory.’ The Nomad suddenly leaps 

forward and pulls a knife from his belt. He slices it across the man’s 

throat to open a large gash, then slams his metal hand against the 

second man’s neck. Sparks of electricity run down the Nomad’s arm, 

out of his hand and into the man’s neck. The man convulses violently 
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before crumpling to the ground. The Nomad throws his knife at the 

third man, who follows his friends a second later with the blade 

embedded in his eye. 

The brawl took three seconds from start to finish. If not for the 

bodies at his feet, she would have said she imagined the whole thing. 

He turns to face her and the purple tinted shielding over his eyes 

glows in the dim light. Her instincts kick in. Terra raises her gun and 

fires. The round hits him square in the chest, but he barely flinches. 

Instead, he crouches down in front of her. ‘That wasn’t very nice 

now, was it?’ 

Before she can respond, he moves faster than she thought possible 

and jams a pressure syringe against her neck. The room spins around 

her and dark patches appear at the corners of her vision. His glowing 

purple eyes examine her as she passes out. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gryffin has no idea what to do. He glances down at the limp body 

of the woman on the ground. Technically, he should kill her. First 

rule: no witnesses.  

He turns towards the three other less graceful looking bodies. He 

had no choice but to kill them. As soon as he saw them, he knew they 

were slavers. They consider women a high-value commodity. The 

men would have sold the Foundation woman to the highest bidder. If 

he had his way, he’d personally wipe out all slavers. 

He lifts up his t-shirt and grimaces. The wound is deep. A simple 

thank you from her would have been preferable to a bullet. Too many 

questions will be asked if he goes back to Ares with a bullet lodged in 

his chest. He’ll have to take care of it on the station.  

Ignoring the wound for the moment, Gryffin pulls his knife from 

the man’s skull, wipes it on his leg, and slips it back onto his belt 

before he puts his glove back on. He quickly drags the three bodies to 

a nearby vent, pushes them in, and seals it back up by piling some 
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junk in front of it. After checking the area for any other surprises and 

with no other distractions, he turns his attention back to the woman.  

He has to kill her. He lifts his gun and points it at her head. Ten 

seconds later, he still hasn’t pulled the trigger. All of a sudden an 

image flashes into his head of a dark red bloody hole in the centre of 

her forehead. He lowers his gun and curses himself. He can’t do it, 

which leaves him with a problem. He’ll have to take her with him. 

Gryffin crouches down and examines her. As soon as he saw her 

crisp, clean uniform, he knew she was Foundation. The black trousers 

under long black boots with a white shirt and a fitted red leather 

jacket look uncomfortable and regimented.  

He was on his way back to Ares when he heard the fire fight. When 

he realised the men were chasing a Foundation crew member, he lost 

interest and was about to withdraw. But then he saw it was a woman. 

Curiosity took hold and he remained. She was a confident and fierce 

fighter. If she’d had enough ammunition, she would have won. He’s 

astonished to see a woman in combat. He knows some of the rogue 

groups have female members, but none of them are trained like this 

Foundation woman. And among his Nomad, there aren’t any women 

at all. 

Before he can stop his hand, it reaches out to gingerly brush some 

strands of dark hair from her eyes. Her skin is flawless. Most of his 

men have at least one scar on their face. It was part of life in the 

Sector.  

His leather-covered finger traces down her small delicate nose and 

along her jaw. Gryffin pauses at her full lips and pulls his hand back. 

He takes a deep breath to focus on his task, but it has the opposite 

effect. The delicate, almost fruity scent coming from the woman 

assaults his senses. He’s never smelt anything like it — like her — 

before. Gryffin shakes his head and gets to his feet. She’s only a 

woman, Gryffin. Focus. 

He moves further away from her and her intoxicating smell. 
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Gryffin pulls out his radio from his pocket as he keeps an eye out for 

any more visitors. A big part of him hopes more enemies appear out 

of the darkness. The adrenaline is still pumping through his body and 

the short brawl did nothing to help release the pressure. He’s itching 

for a decent fight. He needs a decent fight. Shaking his head, he 

pushes those thoughts to the back of his mind. He puts all his focus 

into staying in control, but it’s not working. He can feel his enhanced 

eyes shift between their usual blue and aggressive purple. In a 

desperate attempt to remain focused, he punches the wall viciously 

and concentrates on the shooting pain in his arm. It works, so he 

activates his radio. 

‘Yes, sir.’ 

‘We in yet?’ 

‘A few more minutes, Captain.’ 

He pauses as he considers how to approach this. ‘Klay there?’ 

‘No, sir.’ 

Klay being out of earshot makes things a bit easier. ‘Break into that 

system now. Find out if any transmissions went to a Foundation ship 

in the last thirty minutes.’ 

‘Yes, sir.’ 

He shuts down his radio. Hopefully, Klay won’t hear he’s looking 

for a Foundation ship. He might get the wrong idea and want to start 

a war again. Gryffin looks down at the woman. He needs to move her 

from the area before the rest of the slavers come looking for their 

friends.  

A chill runs down his spine at the thought of what the slavers 

would have done to her had he not been there. He only regrets their 

quick, relatively painless deaths. His anger threatens to spill to the 

surface again. It’s not usually this hard to keep in control. Maybe he’s 

tired? Cursing himself, he shakes his head. No, this is a bit worse than 

a lack of sleep.  

His machine side is malfunctioning. The flaw in his programming 
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is gradually getting worse. Everything had been working well enough 

until a few months ago. Like a virus, the fault or programming error 

— whatever the hell Klay called it — began to spread through his 

control implant, forcing him out of his head, bit by bit. Between that 

and the searing pain the malfunctions cause, his future isn’t looking 

too good.  

His communicator sounds in his ear, pulling him out of his 

thoughts. ‘What?’ he snaps, taking out his frustration at himself on 

his communications officer. 

The communications officer doesn’t falter at his tone. Like 

everyone else on the ship, he’s well used to him lashing out. ‘Sir, no 

transmissions have been made from the station. However, there is a 

Foundation ship docked at Pier Three. Do you need me to send back 

up?’ 

‘No. Send me the location of a vacant room near my signal. I’m 

going off comms for an hour.’ 

Gryffin ends the communication and waits for the plan to come 

through. He can’t read, so hopefully the comms officer will remember 

to send a map instead of directions. Less than a minute later, the plan 

arrives on his unit. According to the information, it’s not too far. Once 

he’s removed the bullet, he can leave her safely in the room. 

Unfortunately, unless he’s going to drag her back by her arm, he’s 

going to have to pick her up. The thought of anyone touching him, 

especially his chest, doesn’t appeal to him. But she needs him to help 

her. It’s been a long time since anyone needed him. He reactivates his 

mask and before he can talk himself out of it, gently scoops her up in 

his arms. The feeling of her leaning against his chest isn’t as bad as he 

thought it would be. He looks down at her briefly before he makes his 

way through the station.  

∞ 

On the third attempt, Terra finally convinces her eyes to peel open. 

She looks at the smooth metal ceiling as she slowly assesses her body. 
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There’s no pain — nothing to explain why she’s lying on a soft bed in 

a strange room. She remembers running from some men, fighting 

them and then … nothing.  

Something or someone moves to her left. Terra instantly stills her 

breathing. Memories of the fight in the corridor and her mysterious 

rescuer come back in a rush. The Nomad must have drugged her. She 

silently checks her gun and confirms her worst fears. Her last bullet 

was used on the purple-eyed man. 

Terra scans the room but can’t see anyone. She moves to the door 

opposite her and tries the handle, but it won’t budge. The sound of 

running water comes from the doorway to her left so she cautiously 

moves in that direction. Might as well face whoever is in there. She 

reaches out to push the door open and freezes. A man — presumably 

her rescuer — is sitting on a small stool next to the shower digging 

into his chest with a knife. 

‘What the hell are you doing?’ 

He glances at her briefly before he looks back down again. ‘You 

should still be unconscious.’ 

She levels her gun at him. ‘Sorry to disappoint. What are you 

doing?’ she asks again. 

The man remains focused on his task. ‘You shot me, remember.’ 

‘You were going to kill me.’ 

He grunts and shakes his head. Locks of dark brown hair hang over 

his down-turned face, hiding him from her. ‘Of course I was. I took 

out three men who wanted to kill you just so I could kill you myself.’ 

‘Yeah, well, forgive me if I don’t believe you.’ 

‘Put your gun down. I won’t hurt you,’ he says. ‘Unless you’re going 

to throw it at me, it’s damn all use to you anyway.’ 

For some naive, stupid reason, she wants to believe his intentions. 

He had saved her after all. ‘If that’s true, let me see your face.’  

After a brief pause, he sighs and lifts his head to look directly at 

her. 
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One word leaps to her mind — lethal. She knew he was deadly by 

the way he killed those men and his looks match that impression 

perfectly. She expects there to be something wrong with his features; 

something to explain the mask, but he’s incredibly handsome.  

Stray locks of hair fall over his face to slightly hide his deep blue 

eyes. A single black stud sits in each ear and a leather cord is wrapped 

around his neck with a pendant of some sort hanging from it. Screwed 

to the left side of his face is a large metal implant that trails down his 

forehead, surrounds his eye and ends at a point half way down his 

cheek. Two scars mark his face: one curved scar running along his 

right cheek and another large Y-shaped one across the top of his nose 

and forehead. The large jagged scar across his throat explains the 

gravelly sound to his voice. Without the scars and metal, he could be 

described as model perfect but the flaws give him a darker, more 

dangerous edge. Nevertheless, she thinks he is stunning. 

She dumbly stares at him as she struggles to form any coherent 

words. Terra scolds herself and tries to force her brain back on track. 

‘I guess I owe you a thank you for saving me back there.’ 

‘Would have been better than a bullet.’ 

She cringes slightly at his words. ‘I’m Terra Rush. And you are?’ 

The man furrows his brow and pauses for a moment. ‘Gryffin,’ he 

replies in a thick and husky voice before lowering his head again. ‘The 

sedative I gave you causes dehydration. There’s water in the other 

room. You should drink.’ 

Terra ignores his dismissal and silently watches as he digs the 

knife into his skin. After he struggles for a few minutes, she sighs. ‘Let 

me do that for you. There’ll be nothing left of your chest if you keep 

hacking at yourself.’ 

‘I don’t need your help.’ 

‘That’s a matter of opinion.’ She holds out her hand for the knife. 

He slowly raises his head again and stares at her outstretched hand. 

‘For heaven’s sake, I’ve already shot you. What else can I do?’ 
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She knows he agrees when his shoulders drop slightly. ‘Stand up 

so I can see the wound clearer.’ He does as instructed and rises to his 

feet. Terra moves further into the room to face him and her breath 

lodges in her throat when she sees him clearly.  

A thick, W-shaped plate of metal frames his broad, perfectly 

sculpted chest. The metal stretches from under each arm, down to his 

waist, and up the centre of his chest. Numerous scars pepper the skin 

surrounding the metal and continue down his arms. The large black 

wing of the griffin tattooed across his chest moves slightly as he takes 

a deep breath. The body of the creature covers his upper left arm with 

the other wing stretching across his back and the tail up the side of 

his neck.   

He flips the blade in his metal hand and holds it out to her. She 

can’t help but stare in wonder at the mechanical limb which stretches 

to just past his elbow and is roughly the same shape and size as a flesh 

arm.  

‘You going to stare or remove your bullet?’ he asks. 

‘I’m sorry. I’ve just never seen a cyborg before. I didn’t know they 

even existed.’ 

His hand lowers and she realises she’s offended him. ‘That came 

out worse than I intended.’ She holds out her hand to take the knife 

from him. Terra searches the cupboards in the bathroom and finally 

locates a small and badly stocked first aid kit. Luckily it does have a 

pair of tweezers, so she places the knife on the sink behind her. She 

pulls on the rubber gloves and places one hand on his chest to steady 

herself but he flinches and moves away like he’s been struck.  

‘Don’t touch me,’ he growls. 

Terra waves her arms in the air. ‘Don’t be ridiculous. How do you 

expect me to remove the round if I can’t touch you? I can’t magically 

teleport it from your body.’ 

His dark eyes lock onto her but he remains silent. Whatever his 

problem, he’s clearly not going to be the one to back down. ‘Fine. I 
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won’t touch you. Now, will you stand still so I can finish.’ 

Gryffin frowns but nods once. Terra pours some disinfectant over 

the wound before inserting the tweezers. ‘So, have you always been … 

like this.’ 

He clenches his metal fist and shakes his head. ‘I don’t do back-

story.’ 

She blows out a breath. ‘Chatty fellow, aren’t you. You can’t blame 

me for being curious.’ 

‘Stop asking questions about me and remove the bullet or else I’ll 

knock you out again and do it myself.’ 

Terra forces the tweezers into the wound a little harder than 

necessary. Gryffin grunts in pain and glares at her. 

‘So, why did you knock me out and bring me here?’ she asks. 

‘Slavers always hunt in packs. More would have come and taken 

you. The sedative should have knocked you out for longer than it did. 

Mustn’t have given you enough.’ 

‘Judging by your first aid efforts, you’re lucky I did wake up early.’ 

She pauses as what he said registers. ‘Hold on — did you say slavers? 

Seriously?’ 

‘Yes. That’s why I had to kill them.’ 

The information sobers her. The Foundation warned them of the 

possible threats in the Sector, but never mentioned slavers. Then 

again, they also failed to mention attractive cyborgs in their briefings. 

‘Now I feel really terrible for shooting you.’ 

He shrugs and looks away from her. ‘Sometimes it’s best to shoot 

first.’ 

‘Yes!’ Terra exclaims suddenly. ‘Found it.’ She pulls the bullet from 

his chest and drops it in the sink. She cleans his wound the best she 

can by splashing it with the pathetic supply of antiseptic. ‘You should 

live.’ She reaches out to place a bandage on him but he steps back 

from her. ‘Oh right. No touching. Bet that plays havoc with your love 

life,’ she scoffs. His only response is to silently look down at her. She 
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raises her eyebrows. ‘Right. No talking or touching.’ Terra shakes her 

head and throws the bandage on the seat. ‘Cover that before it gets 

infected.’ 

Gryffin places the bandage over the hole and without a word of 

thanks, grabs his t-shirt from the back of the chair and pulls it over 

his head. He pushes past her and retrieves his jacket from the main 

room. ‘Once I’ve gone, contact your people.’ He points to a series of 

numbers stamped into the metal above the door. ‘That’s your 

location. Stay here until they come to collect you.’ 

‘You’re leaving?’ 

He pulls on his gloves and glances at her again. ‘I can’t be found 

with you.’ 

‘I don’t understand. You saved me — why can’t you wait?’ 

He steps closer and his intoxicating scent of leather and soap 

assaults her. ‘Do not move from this room alone. Understood?’ 

‘Well, yes, but— ’ 

Without another word, he opens the door and disappears. 

∞ 

‘You could have been killed! What the blazes were you thinking?’  

Terra winces as Milla continues her rant. She can’t blame her 

friend. Apparently, Terra had been missing for nearly two hours. 

Foundation search parties had been sent out to locate her, but instead 

they had found something else. A Foundation recon officer had been 

tortured and killed in one of the lower deck rooms. The crime scene 

was pretty horrific by all accounts.  

Then, to make matters worse, she had gladly told everyone about 

Gryffin’s rescue. Well, an edited version. She left out everything that 

happened after she woke up in the room. He clearly didn’t want 

anyone to know what he looks like — the least she can do is respect 

his privacy after he saved her. She had hidden his knife under her coat 

but completely forgot about the bullet in the sink. All she can do is 

hope Roman doesn’t ask Milla to test it. 
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She stares across at the landscape painting hanging on her wall in 

a vain attempt to push Gryffin from her mind. 

‘You’re not even listening to me. Why do I bother?’ says Milla. 

‘Sorry. I was miles away.’ 

‘I can see that. I’m not going to repeat everything I said because 

you weren’t listening.’ She hands Terra a cup of peppermint tea. 

Milla’s face loses all sign of its usual mischievousness. ‘Seriously 

though, I can’t help but worry, Terra. I know you can handle yourself 

but, as your friend, it’s my job to worry about you. If that guy hadn’t 

shown up when he did, you might not be here.’ 

Terra nods. Milla is right. ‘I was lucky. Ouch! Hey, take it easy.’ 

‘Oh quit complaining,’ Milla says as she withdraws the needle from 

Terra’s arm. ‘The headache is probably a side-effect of whatever 

sedative he gave you. I’ll rush your blood sample through testing so 

we can be sure.’ Milla applies the ice pack to Terra’s head. ‘It’ll help 

in the meantime.’ 

Terra pushes Milla’s hand away. ‘Quit fussing. I don’t need that.’ 

‘You promised to do as instructed. Otherwise, you’ll be back in the 

med bay before you can put that cup down.’ 

‘What happened to doctor compassion?’  

Milla makes a face. ‘It stays in the med bay, which is where you 

should be, but I’m not going to have that argument with you again. 

So, you think your rescuer killed the recon officer?’ 

Terra has been wondering that since she heard the news. She’d like 

to believe he wouldn’t be able to commit such a horrific crime and 

then save her. In truth, she doesn’t know anything about him. Maybe 

she just caught him in a good mood. ‘I honestly don’t know. I hope 

not. Sort of takes the heroism out of him saving me.’ 

At that moment, there is a knock on the door and Stanner pops his 

head around the corner. ‘Roman wants us in his office now if you’re 

up for it.’ 

‘We’ll be right there,’ Terra responds 
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Milla looks at her and grins. ‘Looks like we may get an explanation 

for what’s going on around here. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gryffin guides the small craft towards the cargo bay of Ares. As he 

approaches the location, the defences lower to allow him to pass 

through her cloaks. He could see his ship every day and not get tired 

of the sight of her.  

Even though she was born out of many different, mostly stolen, 

parts of ships, Gryffin can’t imagine a better looking craft. In this 

Sector, you had to adapt constantly or you died. The same applied to 

their vessels. Gryffin had personally acquired the latest addition — 

the cloaking system fitted to Ares. Over the last few months, the 

system has been copied and mounted on every ship in his fleet. 

He flies over the large tiered viewing area at the back of the ship, 

lined with an array of different sized windows which house the central 

command deck, mess hall and his quarters. Her enormous metal sails 

rise from the top deck above the engine room, transport holds and the 

rest of the crew quarters. 

His ship moves around the back of Ares, temporarily pushed off 
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course by her large thrusters. He quickly guides the transport around 

the edge of the engine vents and up towards the cargo bay doors. A 

small smile pulls at his mouth as he passes under the watchful eye of 

his griffin symbol painted on the rear sail. Strange as it may sound, 

he hates leaving Ares. He considers her home — the only one he’s 

really ever known. 

Gryffin lands the transport in its allocated spot, then shuts down 

the controls and closes the outer bay doors. He opens the inner door 

and climbs out of the transport. The young officer on duty stops what 

he’s doing as soon as he sees Gryffin and runs over to greet him. ‘Sir, 

do you need any assistance?’ 

‘No. Everyone back on board?’ 

‘Yes, sir. You’re the last.’ 

He exits the cargo bay, leaving the nervous officer staring at him. 

A few minutes later, he enters the command deck. He walks past the 

bank of computer screens and climbs up the steps to the control 

platform, where he expects to discover Klay, but he’s not there. 

‘Where’s Klay?’ 

‘I thought he went with you,’ the lieutenant at the helm says. 

‘On a solo mission?’ 

‘My mistake, sir. When you were late, he mentioned he was going 

to locate you.’ 

Gryffin ignores the late comment. ‘Is he on board now?’ 

‘Yes, sir. All hands have reported in.’ 

‘Take Ares away from here. Tell Klay the mission’s done and he’s 

to get up here now. He’s in command for a few hours. I’ll be in my 

quarters.’ 

The short walk along the corridor seems to take longer than usual 

but eventually he’s safe in his room with the door firmly locked 

behind him. Gryffin leans against the metal wall and rubs a hand over 

his face. He needs to be away from people for a bit. He’s angry at 

himself and the last thing he wants is for his crew to be in the firing 
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line when he’s upset.  

Why the hell did he let that woman see his face and tell her his 

name? Hundreds of people have asked his name. When faced with 

him, the first question was usually ‘Who are you?’ He’s never 

answered it, however. Not once, until her. It came out before he could 

stop it. He can’t explain why he let his guard down. One moment of 

weakness and he’s managed to put the whole damn ship and crew in 

danger. He shouldn’t even have stopped and interfered in the first 

place.  

No doubt she told the officials about him. Now they know he was 

on the station, which also means they know what he did. 

The man he’d interrogated was a scout for the Foundation. As far 

as he could tell, he’d been in the area for a year gathering information 

on the different colonies and reporting back to the Foundation on 

their defences and numbers. 

It took Gryffin three months to locate and track him down, but it 

had been worth it. After a one-to-one chat, the man confirmed his 

suspicions. The Foundation is going to make a move on the Sector. 

Infinity is here to recruit colonies and take away the independence 

people had come to enjoy. He couldn’t let that happen, so after 

tracking him down to the station, Gryffin met him and did what he 

does best.  

Having his group linked to the incident so quickly isn’t part of the 

plan. Then again, neither is rescuing a Foundation member. He 

should be thinking about the problems he may have caused for his 

Nomad, but he can’t stop thinking about her.  

His chest tightens and he punches the wall to distract himself. The 

control implant in his brain is fighting for dominance. The 

programming heightens his aggression, turning him into a killing 

machine. Unfortunately, his creators didn’t see the need to include an 

off switch. As a result, he always feels like a spring wound too tight, 

ready to snap at the slightest thing. Even now his eyes are more purple 
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than blue — a sure sign he’s not in complete control. 

He pulls off his t-shirt to examine the fresh bullet wound. The shot 

missed his chest implant by a hairs-width. As long as he doesn’t need 

repairs to the implant, he’s happy. When he was in the lab, he endured 

enough modifications and repairs to last a lifetime. His captors 

carried out countless procedures to slowly modify him, cutting off bits 

of flesh to replace with metal. And it wasn’t by choice or due to a 

medical problem. It was done to cause him pain. The sadistic doctor 

in charge of the modifications wanted to see how the subjects would 

react to different pain stimuli, so anaesthetics were obsolete. He even 

went so far as to ensure the implants would neutralise any drug. 

His chest tightens as the memories come back. He steadies himself 

against the wall and squeezes his eyes shut. He can feel the pain in his 

wrist even though it’s no longer there. Feel the knife cut into his skin 

as they took his hand. Remember the smell of his rotting flesh as the 

open wound got infected, the poison spreading up his arm to his 

elbow, claiming more of his limb. Aftercare never rated high on the 

doctor’s priority list. Gryffin forces himself to take slow deep breaths 

as he pulls himself back to the present. 

He looks down at his relatively new arm. The limb may be the same 

shape as a real arm, but nothing can disguise the fact it’s not flesh and 

blood. Like the rest of his implants, it serves as a constant reminder 

of a time in his life he’d give anything to forget. 

Gryffin punches the wall with his flesh hand again and again, 

adding more dents to the already heavily damaged walls and not 

stopping until he leaves blood on the metal.  

He flexes his fingers, letting the pain ground him. The sooner this 

day is over, the better. He showers quickly, wraps a makeshift 

bandage around his knuckles, then sits down at his desk to record his 

report. After he’s finished, he realises he made no mention of Terra. 

It wasn’t intentional. Maybe it’s his subconscious telling him to keep 

it to himself. Who is he to argue? 
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∞ 

‘I apologise for disappearing like I did before. We needed to search 

the station immediately,’ the official informs them.  

Stanner, Milla and Terra have gathered in Roman’s office with the 

spokesperson for the station. Roman sits behind his desk with his 

well-practiced unreadable expression on his face. It’s taking all of his 

self-control and training to keep his face neutral. He’s still upset 

about the ambush on Terra. He’d be angry if it happened to any 

member of his crew, but to have it happen to her is more unsettling. 

He promised her father he’d take care of her. 

The station spokesperson clears his throat while he waits for 

Roman to speak. Roman doesn’t like the man. He reminds him of a 

rat; long pointed nose with over-sized ears and an annoying habit of 

twitching his nose. The thing baffling him is how a location in the 

state this one is in has a spokesperson in the first place. Maybe attacks 

like this are commonplace so they needed someone to quench the 

flames afterwards. He doubts it though. The level of security has 

tripled in the station since Terra woke up and explained what 

happened. Checks were suddenly being run on every person and ship 

docking or departing. Something else must be going on besides a 

mysterious rescuer.  

As much as he’d like to delay the man further, he’d also like to 

withdraw from the station as soon as possible. ‘Start what search?’ 

The official sits back in the chair and mops his forehead with a 

tissue. ‘Before I continue, can I be assured you will not let this 

incident damage our relations? This could destroy our reputation if 

word gets out.’ 

Roman bites the inside of his cheek, trying not to smile. Did he 

really think the station had a reputation to safeguard? ‘I assure you 

the Foundation will do nothing to destroy your ... reputation.’ 

‘Good. Good.’ He takes his handkerchief out of his pocket and 

mops his brow again.  
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Roman clenches his jaw. If this man doesn’t start relaying some 

actual information, he is going to lose his temper. ‘A Foundation 

representative is dead. Murdered on your station. Then an officer is 

attacked. I suggest you start talking right now.’ 

‘Of course. My apologies, Captain. We completed a thorough 

examination of the crime scene and have only found one vital detail. 

Your man has an electrical burn to his arm.’ 

‘He was electrocuted? How do you explain that? And what does 

that have to do with Lieutenant Rush?’ 

‘The electrical burn, along with the way in which your woman was 

rescued, leads us to the conclusion that the Nomad leader is involved.’ 

‘I need everything you have on this suspect. Give the information 

to my team when they examine the scene.’ 

‘Of course. As long as I know in advance so I can arrange— ’ 

‘They’re already on their way,’ Roman interrupts. 

‘I would have appreciated if you had asked first.’ 

‘The Foundation doesn’t ask. You and these Nomad should get 

used to that.’ 

∞ 

Roman pours himself a cup of coffee and offers Stanner a 

chocolate muffin from his dwindling supply. Hiding his relief when 

Stanner refuses, Roman places the container on the highly polished 

wooden shelf that runs around the room. For a slight change of 

scenery, he sits on the couch in his office while Stanner occupies the 

single armchair to his right.  

His people would need another few hours to process the murder 

scene. He had locked the ship down and sent two three-person 

security details with the processing team. After what happened to 

Terra, he isn’t taking any chances.  

‘Is everything going to plan on the station?’ he asks Stanner. 

Stanner nods as he swallows his coffee. ‘So far so good. The station 

agent is grumbling about the Foundation taking over, but he knows 
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he has no choice.’ 

Roman grunts and takes a bite of his muffin. The official can 

complain all he wants. He has no choice but to allow them access to 

all information. ‘Does Terra have any additional information?’ 

Stanner shakes his head. ‘Nothing different from her initial 

report.’ 

‘You pushed her hard? I know she went through a traumatic 

experience, but we need to be sure she’s told us everything.’ 

‘I pushed, sir.’ 

Roman nods. ‘Well, the official seems less than eager to talk about 

this Nomad leader.’ He takes a small bite of the muffin and tries to 

savour it as long as he can while the report loads on the screen in front 

of Stanner. ‘Did you find anything?’ 

‘Well, the Nomad group is led by a man called Gryffin,’ Stanner 

reads. ‘He’s in his early- to mid-thirties.’ 

Roman frowns. ‘Mid-thirties?’ 

Stanner nods. ‘We are in the Outer Sector, sir. No rules out here.’ 

Roman shakes his head and gestures for Stanner to continue. 

‘Gryffin captains the Nomad flagship, Ares. Women aren’t allowed 

under any circumstances, even on the ships as guests. They believe 

women bring bad luck to a vessel.  

‘Not much else is known about Gryffin and his Nomad. No one 

knows what they look like — or if they do, no one has spoken up. Like 

Terra reported, they wear a full-face metal mask when off their ships. 

There’s only one photo of Nomad personnel on file. A colonist took it 

about a year ago.’ He turns the screen around so Roman can see the 

image. The colonist captured four men. Each one is dressed in black 

leather and any exposed skin appears to be covered in tattoos and 

piercings. Each man wears an almost robotic face with purple tinted 

eye shields and intercom links at either side of the mouth.  

‘Why the mask?’ 

Stanner scans through the report and snorts. ‘Well, if you believe 
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this report, Gryffin has robotic elements to him. Reports range from 

a metal limb up to him being a full robot.’ 

That gets Roman’s attention. ‘Robotic? Did Terra notice anything 

robotic about him?’ 

‘Nothing.’ 

‘So, if they wear masks, we can presume the leader has 

distinguishable metal aspects to his face also. Any other intel?’ 

Stanner shakes his head and leans back in the brown leather chair. 

‘People don’t defect, so there are no reports on how their ships 

operate. Without any other intel, we’re in the dark, sir.’ 

‘If we’re in the dark, perhaps many of the colonists are too. We may 

be able to use that in favour of the Foundation. We can offer security 

they can’t.’ 

‘Yes, sir. I agree. Surely, the colonies will be eager for a bit of 

stability.’ 

‘Report the findings to the Council. Any information they can dig 

up on this Gryffin and his group will be useful.’ Stanner leaves him 

alone with the remains of his muffin. For some reason, he has no 

appetite for the rest of it. He can’t say he’s looking forward to meeting 

Gryffin. 

∞ 

‘I wondered how long it would take you to come and give your 

opinion on what happened.’ 

Terra steps away from the door to her quarters to let Stanner come 

in. 

He sits down on the couch opposite her and shakes his head. ‘I 

want to make sure you’re okay. It sounds like you had quite a scare. 

I’m worried about you.’ 

‘First Roman and now you? I’m all right.’ She holds out her arms 

and slowly turns around. ‘See. I can handle myself. You all seem to 

forget I went through the same initial training as you. Okay?’ 

Stanner stares down at his feet. ‘I could have walked you back to 
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the ship.’ He meets her eyes again. ‘I’m sorry, Terra.’ 

She brushes his apology away, hoping he’ll leave. ‘Yeah, well I 

didn’t want to ruin your night.’ And you were the one I wanted to 

escape from, she adds to herself. 

Instead of leaving, he leans back in the chair and crosses his legs. 

‘I know you told Milla and the Captain this … Gryffin guy didn’t hurt 

you, but you can tell me the truth. I’m only here to support you.’ 

Terra wants nothing more than to have a hot shower and slip into 

bed. Continuing this conversation with Stanner is the last thing she 

needs. ‘Hang on a sec. I am telling the truth. Where does this hurting 

me thing come from?’ 

‘I wanted to make sure. He’s a dangerous person.’ Stanner narrows 

his eyes. ‘He didn’t do anything? No threats?’ 

Terra gets up, needing to put some space between herself and 

Stanner. She leans against the wall and crosses her arms. ‘How many 

times do I have to say this? He didn’t hurt me. Why is it so hard to 

believe he helped me?’ 

‘You know what the Foundation says about the people out here. 

They don’t do anything for free. What reason did he have to let you 

go?’ Stanner turns and looks at her strangely.  

‘What?’ 

‘Nothing.’ 

She shakes her head and laughs. ‘You still don’t believe me. What’s 

so hard to understand? He didn’t trick or threaten me. He didn’t lure 

me into the area of the station. I got lost, got into trouble, and he 

helped me.’ She crosses her arms and glares at him. ‘So, are you 

saying he should have left me there? Thanks, Stanner.’ 

He gets to his feet and paces the area in front of her couch. ‘I didn’t 

mean that, Terra.’ Stanner shakes his head and glances down at the 

table in front of him. He pushes some of the books out of the way and 

picks up a piece of paper. ‘What the hell is this?’ he demands. 

Terra tries to grab the page from him, but he moves it out of her 
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reach. ‘Give it back, Stanner. It’s private.’ 

‘Private?’ Stanner laughs harshly. He waves the page in front of her 

face. ‘Is this him?’ 

Terra stares at the sketch unable to say anything. What possessed 

her to leave the page on her table? After what happened on the 

station, she needed to relax and sketching helps her unwind. She 

knew she was asking for trouble drawing someone as controversial as 

the most wanted Nomad Captain in the area but she couldn’t help 

herself. She had to capture his face on paper while still fresh in her 

head.  

He saved her life and in return, she betrayed him. She looks away 

from the picture and Gryffin’s accusing eyes. 

‘I don’t believe it. You told us he was wearing a metal mask. What 

the hell, Terra?’ 

‘My picture is none of your damn business, Stanner. It’s someone 

I met on the last colony.’ 

Stanner snorts. ‘Do I look like I’m fresh from the academy? He’s 

got metal on his face. You going to tell me there’s more than one man 

running lose in the Sector with metal bits? I’ve spent the last half hour 

writing a report to the Council about this very person. It’s Gryffin — 

isn’t it.’ 

‘Stanner, give it back.’ 

‘Why the hell would you draw this and keep it from Roman? Why 

hide it?’ 

‘I’m not hiding it.’ 

‘So, I can give it to Roman?’ 

‘No!’ 

Stanner steps right up to her. ‘I can only think of one reason you’d 

have that reaction. You like him, don’t you?’  

Terra staggers. Her commanding officer catches her out in a big lie 

and his only concern is her attraction to Gryffin. He continues 

laughing to himself as he paces back and forth in front of the couch 
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waving the page in front of her face. ‘I knew you were hiding 

something,’ he snarls, spit flying from his mouth. ‘What the hell is 

going on in your head? He’s a … I don’t know what he is. Even leaving 

all that aside, he’s not Foundation. Never will be. How can you even 

possibly think like that about him?’ 

She turns quickly to face him. ‘You really believe all the 

propaganda they feed us, don’t you?’ 

He spins quickly and knocks her drawing pad off the glass table 

onto the floor. ‘How can you say that? Of course I do. And so should 

you. You agreed when you joined.’ 

‘Surely you must see it’s not entirely correct. Their ancestors came 

from Earth like we did. They’re no different from us.’ 

He storms over to the large floor-to-ceiling window beside her 

table ‘Oh, come on. How can they not be different? The Foundation 

gives us all stability and structure. These people have been out here 

for two centuries with no governing body.’ 

Terra’s mouth drops open. ‘You should listen to yourself. They’re 

not savages. They may not be used to the same structure, but that 

doesn’t make them lesser people than us.’ 

Stanner turns away from the window and raises his voice. 

‘Enough! None of this matters. Best thing you can do is cease 

whatever this madness is and put things right.’ He slams the 

crumpled drawing down on the glass table so hard her plate and cup 

rattle. ‘You go to Roman with this picture in the next twenty-four 

hours or I will. If you do that, I may forget this conversation about 

your misguided ideas about this Sector.’ 

Terra walks to her door and thumps the control panel on the side 

to force it open. ‘You get the hell out of my room now.’ 

‘Terra, don’t overreact.’ 

She crosses her arms over her chest. ‘No, I understand, Evan. You 

decided to try your hand at blackmail. Leave now!’ 

‘Think about what I said.’  
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Her only response is to close the door in his face and beat the metal 

where his head would have been. 
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Gryffin slowly paces back and forth on the rusty metal floor. The 

large overhead fans spin rapidly, rattling the lights hanging from the 

ceiling. He glances at the four men standing opposite him at the other 

side of the large, double-height room. Nomad line the mezzanine 

walkway circling the room. They’ve gathered to watch him spar these 

men.  

He hates this part of his job. All new recruits had to battle for their 

place in the Nomad. It’s been that way for hundreds of years and as 

much as he wants to, the Nomad would probably kill him if he 

scrapped it.  

He silently assesses each of the men. They’re young and a little too 

confident. They clearly think he’s outnumbered. It is four against one 

after all, but he’s not worried. It’s not pride or smugness, but fact. 
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He’s a better fighter and he will win. He’s faced a lot of recruits like 

these — young men thinking they can win. Being a Nomad means 

more than having the ability to win a fight. He wants people who will 

fight for the Nomad whatever the odds because they want to, not just 

to prove something.  

Gryffin looks above him at the gathered Nomad. Credits pass 

hands as they place bets on how long the recruits will last. He 

suppresses a smile. None of them are betting against him. It would be 

a waste of credits. 

Gryffin grits his teeth as the throbbing pain builds at the base of 

his skull. It spreads along the side of his head to reach his ocular 

implant. His vision swims briefly before it finally sharpens. He 

clenches his fists as the adrenaline rushes through his body to prepare 

him for the fight. He’s still in control of himself, but it isn’t a steady 

grip. The right thing to do would be to back away from this while he 

still can.  

The decision is taken out of his hands as the largest of the four men 

suddenly lunges at him with the stick raised over his head. No amount 

of restraint can stop what happens next. Something clicks in Gryffin’s 

brain and takes over, erasing all possibility of leaving. He stands firm 

as the man rushes him. Gryffin waits until the last second to grab him 

by the arm and hurl him across the room as if he weighs nothing. The 

man hits the metal wall with a sickening crack of breaking bone before 

landing on the floor in a heap. The other men start their assault and 

rush at him all at once.  

Gryffin sweeps the second man’s legs from under him. He stands 

on his attacker’s back and yanks the man’s arm to the side. The man 

screams as his arm pops out of its socket. Like a predator after its kill, 

Gryffin targets the next one. He throws him over his shoulder and into 

the spiral metal stairs in the corner. Alone and face to face with 
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Gryffin, the final man hesitates. Without giving him the opportunity 

to run, Gryffin kicks him in the side of his leg and breaks his limb. 

Incapacitating the men doesn’t stop him. He purposefully moves 

towards his first casualty. His ocular implant distorts his vision to 

blur out everything but his target.  

Before Gryffin reaches him, a shot of energy hits him in the back, 

followed quickly by a second. He spins around and tries to charge his 

mechanical arm, but before he gets a chance, he is shot again. Gryffin 

falls to his knees and two sets of strong arms wrap around his upper 

body as they restrain his wrists behind his back. He fights against the 

restraints but is pushed to the ground and held down on his front by 

numerous bodies on his back. The metal restraints cut into his flesh 

wrist, but he doesn’t stop. He can’t stop.  

They half carry, half drag him to a waiting cell and lay him on the 

ground. The Nomad hurry out and lock the door before he can rise. 

Gryffin scrambles to his feet and launches himself at the bars of the 

cell again and again. He fights to remove his restraints. Warm blood 

runs down his flesh hand onto the floor, but he doesn’t care. At that 

moment, the only thing on his mind is getting out of the restraints. 

Suddenly, a sharp pain hits him in the chest. He looks up at his 

captors and sees a gun pointing at him before the darkness claims him 

and he falls to the floor unconscious 

∞ 

Milla stares at the screen with her mouth open. Roman had 

ordered her to run a DNA test on the bullet found in the room with 

Terra.  

Fully expecting the tests to reveal no DNA match, she had gone 

about her day and completely forgotten about the test results, only 

checking them a few hours later. The fact the system found a match 

surprised her, but when she saw the other results, she found herself 
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frozen in place at the screen.  

Finally pulling herself out of her daze, she contacts Roman then 

sits at her screen and continues to stare at it until he arrives with 

Terra a few minutes later. 

‘I found this one loitering outside. What’s so urgent, Doctor?’ 

Milla asks them both to sit down. ‘I ran a test on the bullet from 

the Nomad that helped Terra and it showed up something … 

unexpected.’ Milla takes a long drink from her coffee, wishing more 

than ever she had added vodka to it. ‘I’m not sure how to say this, sir.’ 

‘I don’t have all day to chat. Get on with it, Milla, or let me get back 

to work.’ 

‘Sir, on second thought, maybe we should continue this in private.’ 

‘For heaven’s sake, tell me what you want to say. The results have 

apparently shown up something of interest so out with it.’ 

Milla pauses and tucks some hair behind her ear. ‘Sir, I think it 

would be best to keep this off the record for a moment.’ 

He looks confused but doesn’t argue. ‘Off the record it is.’ 

She activates the screen on the wall, showing a picture of a striking 

dark-haired boy. ‘The DNA from the round matches a missing person 

report from twenty-three years ago for a boy called Daegan Sawyer. 

His mother, Maggie, reported him missing after a transport accident 

when he was ten years old. No one ever saw him again.’ 

‘I knew him. Well, his mother to be exact. His mother … we were 

friends.’ The realisation hits Roman’s face all of a sudden. ‘Hold on. 

Are you trying to say Gryffin is Daegan?’ 

‘Yes, sir. The results are conclusive. There’s more, sir.’ Milla takes 

a deep breath before she continues. ‘The DNA matches a member of 

the crew. It matches your DNA, Captain.’ 

‘I don’t understand.’ 

‘Sir, Daegan or Gryffin, whatever his name is. He’s your son.’  
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∞ 

Gryffin is pulled back to consciousness by the mother of all 

headaches. Through the pain, he’s vaguely aware of voices in the 

background. 

‘How is he?’ 

‘Think he’s getting there. He should be coming around shortly.’ 

‘Let me know when he does. We’ll need to do more testing on him, 

try to discover the reason for the malfunctions.’  

He tries to open his eyes, but his body refuses to do what he wants 

it to. Ignoring the conversation, he forces himself to breathe slowly 

through his nose. The cold metal floor presses against his face and the 

smell of blood hits his senses. He feels terrible. The implant still 

buzzes in the back of his head, but it’s starting to give him back control 

of himself. Bit by bit, the feeling returns to his limbs and after an 

enormous effort, he succeeds in moving his legs. It’s a small victory 

but a victory at least. He tries to raise his head but doesn’t get far, so 

slowly lowers it down onto the cold metal floor. Slow deep breaths 

help him push through the fog in his head. 

Somehow, through the darkness, he hears one of the voices again. 

It’s very faint and sounds like it’s calling his name. It’s a voice he 

recognises, so he puts all his strength into focusing on it and follows 

it back to consciousness. Gradually it clears as he finally gets control 

of himself again. The pain in his head dulls to a more manageable 

level and he blinks a few times as his eyesight returns to normal, the 

edges of everything blurring slightly. As much as he hates the implant 

in his head, the only time his vision is perfect is when he lets it take 

partial control.  

Still slightly groggy, he moves to rush his captor as soon as he 

hears the door being unlocked. 

‘Hold on, sir! It’s me.’ 
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‘Chayse?’ His voice is barely better than a croak. 

‘Yes, sir,’ his aide replies. ‘Take it easy for a minute. I’d prefer if 

you didn’t kill me by mistake, sir.’  

Gryffin tries to sort through what happened. He remembers being 

in the training room with some new Nomad recruits. They were about 

to spar but something happened. Gryffin squeezes his eyes shut and 

curses himself. The damn implant had suddenly taken over and 

turned the recruits into enemies. He was sure they were going to 

strike him and his crew, so had to stop them. He hurt them…badly. 

The cocky newcomers may have thought they could win, but he had 

no intention of harming them.  

He opens his eyes and looks at Chayse. He doesn’t need perfect 

eyesight to recognise the worry on his aide’s face. His stomach 

clenches as the increased silence confirms his suspicions. ‘How bad is 

it?’ 

‘Two concussions, a dislocated arm, broken leg, shattered ribs and 

a few bent fingers. But on the plus side, you got control again 

relatively quickly. And the recruits are still alive, so you did well.’  

Gryffin takes a deep breath to push the queasy feeling aside. Not 

killing the men shouldn’t be something he actually gets credit for. He 

reaches up with his metal arm and grabs onto the bars. It takes more 

effort than he’d like to admit to drag himself to his feet. 

‘Chayse, don’t stand there. Help him.’  

Gryffin doesn’t look up as Klay walks into the room. ‘I'm okay. 

Anyone else hurt?’ 

‘You mean apart from you and the recruits?’ Klay asks. ‘No. Your 

wrist needs seeing to. It’s a bloody mess again. On the plus side, this 

should be the last time we have to use those restraints on you. We’re 

finishing testing a new set to restrain your whole arm instead of your 

wrist. Keep going like this and you’ll lose your other hand.’ 
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Gryffin doesn’t listen to Klay. The state of his wrist is the least of 

his worries. Standing on his own would do him for now. He leans 

heavily against the cell wall before he finally stands upright. ‘I’ll be on 

the command deck in twenty minutes. Make sure the reports I 

requested are ready.’ 

‘Afraid not. You’ll be in the sick bay in twenty minutes. Don’t even 

think about arguing because you don’t have a choice,’ Klay continues, 

cutting off Gryffin before he can speak. ‘Patch your wrist and run a 

full set of scans first and then you can return to work. Not my rules. 

You want to argue with Rayde, go ahead.’  

Knowing he has no choice, he nods. He doesn’t have the energy to 

fight and Klay could continue like this all day. Gryffin may be captain, 

but Klay has the unofficial authority to make his life hell if he refuses 

medical treatment. Whether he’d tell Rayde he refused treatment or 

not is another story.  

As the retired high commander of the Nomad fleet, Rayde’s rules 

are still law. Gryffin considers the man a father figure. Rayde rescued 

him from the lab, trained him and worked alongside him until he 

retired last year and appointed Gryffin as the new high commander, 

Klay knows by threatening to go to Rayde, Gryffin will listen. He nods 

and takes a step forward but has to grab onto the bars as his legs go 

from under him.  

‘Sir, stay where you are. I’ll help.’ 

One glance from him has Chayse backing away. ‘Don’t touch me. 

Twenty minutes.’ Gryffin practically stumbles into the cage-like lift to 

the second floor. He steps out onto the walkway and leaves the room 

without another word. 

His mind races as he clumsily winds his way through the ship, not 

really paying attention to where he’s going. His footsteps sound 

loudly on the metal gantry floor as he tries not to crash flat on his face. 
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Bracing his metal arm against the wall, he manages to stay upright as 

he slowly climbs a set of steps leading to the next deck. He loses his 

footing at the top and lands heavily on one knee. Cursing, he looks 

behind him to make sure no one saw, but he’s alone. The shadows cast 

from the light seeping through from the level below are his only 

company in the gloomy corridor. Not that he’s ever alone, thanks to 

the implant. The implant’s buzzing continues in the back of his head 

like an annoying voice, nagging him, taunting him. 

He pushes himself to his feet and forces one foot in front of the 

other. The gloomy interior of the ship matches his already foul mood. 

Like all Nomad ships, Ares had started her life as a standard cargo 

vessel, but after they had acquired her, she had been severely 

modified to suit their needs. Gryffin has a lot in common with Ares: 

both were unwillingly adapted and modified for battle, although she’s 

coped with the alterations a lot better than he has. At least she doesn’t 

malfunction and attack the crew.  

Ares has served the team well and has done whatever they have 

asked of her, performing better than some of the newer ships in the 

fleet. He looked after her as best he could, but unfortunately she had 

suffered a bit over the years. When times were bad a few years ago 

they had to sell whatever they could in order to buy food, including 

pieces of her. The interior walls had been stripped of all metal 

panelling, leaving her steel skeleton exposed. 

Now he’s the one feeling exposed. He sits at the bottom of the next 

flight of steps and puts his head in his hands. He hates feeling weak 

like this. Having to rest before going up some steps is pathetic. He 

closes his eyes and his mind drifts back to the training room. Maybe 

he was a bit hard on the four men. They certainly weren’t the worst 

recruits and he didn’t give them much of a chance to prove 

themselves. Usually, he’d toy with them for at least ten minutes before 
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breaking a bone.  

Unfortunately for them, their place in the med bay was secured as 

soon as he lost control. Having the commanding officer beat a recruit 

on the first day didn’t help cement any feelings of loyalty. Earning 

their trust after what he did won’t be easy.  

Eventually, he gets enough strength to stand and finally reaches 

his quarters. He locks the door behind him and pulls off his clothes 

before walking into the small bathroom — one of the few perks he has 

as captain. Unlike the rest of his crew’s quarters, his are stark in 

comparison. No photographs of partners or family are hanging from 

his walls. No mementoes of special people or places line his shelves. 

He doesn’t see the need or point in keeping useless objects as 

reminders. He’s seen people lose all their belongings when an enemy 

attacks. You can’t replace years of memories and trinkets once they’re 

gone. He can’t understand why people put themselves in that 

situation. He keeps what he needs from day to day — nothing more. 

After all, that’s all anyone can plan for. The past is gone and the future 

may not come. All anyone has is today. 

He turns the shower on and leans heavily on the sink while the 

water reaches the correct temperature. That last episode has left his 

wrist a bloody mess of torn skin. Klay’s right — if he keeps using those 

restraints, he will lose his hand. He grabs a roll of bandage from above 

the sink and quickly wraps it around his wrist. It’ll do until he goes to 

see Klay. He looks longingly towards the shower stall, the glass sides 

steaming as the water temperature increases. He steps under the 

spray and lets the hot water work into his sore muscles. 
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